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Flexibility as a value means a 
partner will always step up, for 

work, for fellow partners, for where 
there is a need that will benefit the 
larger good and the company. This 
partner will shift their priorities in 
a minute, hour, day, week, month, 
or even years. No matter how busy 

they are, they make time to help 
others.

About  This 
Superlative 

SUPERL ATIVE WINNER

BRET T VANNOSTR AND

This guy can flex!! Brett VanNostrand is a man of many talents and 
therefore, often gets pulled into a variety of different jobs at Townsend.                                                               
On any given day you can find him doing sample requests, siding hides,              
cutting them on the Gerber, making costumes or props the Marketing team 
asks of him, wearing said costumes (as you can see he really loves costumes),     
assisting in department moves, going to get things on the ave, making                                                                                                                                           
furniture deliveries and pick-ups with Chuck, carrying things for any of us                              
ladies, fixing things, grommeting samples, searching old files, and of course 
providing comic relief during a busy day with his great sense of humor. 

Brett is the kind of Partner that will help anyone do any odd task that comes 
up, at the drop of a hat. He is remarkably dependable, creative, incredibly                   
innovative and handy. All over the Sample Department and now The Stitch, 
you can find his ingenious, handmade solutions that make everyday tasks    
easier. Brett also flexes to fit in with many different personalities and teams 
to make everyone he works with feel happier and uplifted. He is always fully 
present in his day. Present and aware of what others are doing and looking to 
see where he can add value, help out, or make someone’s day better or easier. 
This is very well deserved, Brett! Thank you for always brightening our days. 


